The paper presents the concept of approach to the research and evaluation of the processes of intellectual activity associated with the enrichment of the knowledge base. A feature of the research of the process dynamics is the need of simultaneous consideration of such diverse factors as the complexity of information perception, the presence of the deviations of the response from the standard in the process of reproduction and accounting of the test time.
Introduction
The intellectual potential of society to a greater extent determines the capabilities of the nation with respect to the potential of using the opportunities of available natural resources. Therefore, one of the most important objects of research related to the development of personality are the processes of intellectual activity.
The increase of efficiency of any thought process rests on solving the problem associated with the technology of expansion of the knowledge base fundamentals.
The knowledge base enrichment processes are very resource-intensive. This fact significantly complicates the study since the design of at least one experiment requires several daily intervals, and the identification of the process is complicated by the need to consider many different factors.
However, it is the knowledge base enrichment processes that predetermine the success of other types of intellectual activity.
In this regard, the efficiency of the knowledge base enrichment processes is an important scientific and practical task.
The aim of the paper is to optimize the knowledge base enrichment processes using the methods of the multifactor experimental design theory.
Overview of the problem
The issues of efficiency evaluation of the knowledge base enrichment processes are fairly complex in the estimation theory [1] . This is due to the fact that not all tasks may have a quantitative estimate of their complexity. That is why the information provided in test tasks must meet very specific requirements [2] .
In addition, the entire process of knowledge assimilation should be divided into relatively equal amounts of information in order to allocate individual operations. And since a significant amount of knowledge is assimilated gradually, a comparison of the amount of assimilated knowledge with the standard at the intermediate stages of evaluation is required.
This, in turn, imposes severe restrictions on the criterion of evaluation of these processes [3] .
One of the most relevant areas for the development of the test theory is studying the features of the memory system [4, 5] . However, some sources show that the processes of the complex Original Research Article: full paper (2015), «EUREKA: Physical Sciences and Engineering» Number 1 system of human memory are seen as a single continuous process [6] . Such an approach is not quite correct because human memory, as a complex system, represents the operation of many interconnected simple systems. The processes of these systems are associated with the enrichment of the knowledge base, the formation of behavioral responses, accumulation and extraction of information, and so on. As a rule, "memory tests suggest learning of a set of artificial words (meaningless syllables) with checking their memorizing" [7] .
Such studies are not complete from a scientific point of view because significant factors affecting the efficiency of the memorization process in actual practice, namely, the usefulness of information and interest of the subject in its assimilation are lost [8] .
Also, the attempts to describe the principles of operation of the memory system can be noted [9] [10] [11] . Thus, the efforts of many researchers are aimed at developing the simulation models of the memorization processes [12] .
However, the general trend of the known methods is an attempt to characterize the object of research either based on incomplete data, or by a multi-criteria approach [13, 14] .
Hence, today there are no scientifically sound principles of effective enrichment of the knowledge base of the person, and the solution of this problem is an important scientific and practical task [15] .
Materials and Methods
Many existing methods for the effective consolidation of information are designed for a universal approach [16] , and all attempts to make the assimilation process effective and individual end in providing recommendations of a psychological nature [17] .
The result of the learning process can be optimal only if it is possible to vary the magnitudes of the input actions (factors) in a certain range of values. In case of the possibility of varying two or more factors, the volume of investigations increases significantly, which greatly complicates achieving the optimum since the number of operations of searching for the influence factors can be equal to or even exceed the total number of operations of the experiment.
In this situation, the optimization process can be successfully completed using the multifactor experimental design theory [18] .
Materials and equipment: a set of text dialogues in a foreign language, a timer and a spreadsheet to compute the evaluation index.
Experimental procedures
The research is aimed at evaluating and diagnosing the features of the development of the knowledge base enrichment (formation) process of the test subject.
The essence of the experiment was that the test subject was asked to memorize a series of 25 dialogues in a foreign language. The process of memorizing each dialogue lasted for seven days and consisted of three stages.
At the first stage (lasting one day), the test subject memorized a dialogue (about 1000 characters). In view of the limited capacity of short-term memory buffer [19] , the full text of the dialogue was divided into several approximately equal fragments, of the size of 180-220 characters.
Before memorization, the test subject typed a piece of text by the touch method with ten fingers at maximum speed. As a result of the preliminary typing, the reference value of the evaluation index E Q was determined [3] .
Q  the evaluation index;
  the volume of the test task;
k  the complexity of the task; fol  the degree of deviation of the solved task from the reference value.
On the basis of this value ( E Q =1), two threshold levels (0.8 or 0.5 of the maximum level),
indicating the completion time of the cycle of repetitions for typing one of the fragments were determined.
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Memorization was carried out by preliminary learning and further reproduction of fragments from memory, with fixing the result by the touch method with ten fingers. The duration of preliminary learning of the text fragment was included in the total duration of the operation.
The duration of each test operation was recorded.
Upon completion of the test operation, the result was checked against the reference, and the number of mistakes in the reproduced fragment was determined. Both distortion of a single word and the word order change were considered as mistakes. The results of the session to memorize the first fragment are given in Table 1 .
Table 1
The data about reproduction of one of the fragments on the first day of the session of the experiment At the second stage (the second day of tests), all text fragments were reproduced until the value of the evaluation criterion for the examined operation reached the level of 0.8. The results of the session to memorize the entire text fragment are shown in Table 2 , Figure 1 .
Table 2
The results of the reproduction of the whole text fragment on the second day of the session of the experiment By the results of two-day testing using the results of the multifactor experimental design, the optimum parameters of influence factors (a threshold of the evaluation index and the number of repetitions of the series), the minimum memorization duration of the text fragment were determined.
Date
At the third stage of testing, the process of improving the efficiency of skill formation was investigated. At this stage, reproduction of the full text was performed.
Since this stage is not related to the subject of research, materials of the third stage are not provided in the paper.
With the purpose of the structural optimization of the experiment. The multifactor experimental design theory was used for determining the course of the experiment and in data processing.
To improve the accuracy of identification of significant factors and the extent of influence on the knowledge base formation effectiveness, 25 series of experiments (sessions) was carried out.
Results
Having taken the object of our research as a cybernetic system "black box", there are the factors affecting the state of the object at the input of the system and the optimization parameter as the response that determines the behavior of the studied process of evaluation at the output. Factors that may affect the test result can be as follows:
-the scope of the task α; -the complexity of the task к; -the duration of breaks between the repeated sessions t; -mistakes fol;
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-the number of times of fulfilling one task n; -the level of the evaluation criterion which needs to be achieved in the reproduction of the text.
The challenge now is to identify significant factors for efficient memorization of the material. The criterion for the result achieved is the value of the evaluation index Q, the computation of which includes the parameters α, fol, k, T.
The research revealed the significant factors affecting the efficiency of achieving the result are as follows:
1. Bringing the reproduction of the memorized fragment to the lower or upper level of the given speed -X1 (Fig. 2) . The number of repetitions of reproduction n of the memorized fragment is 1 or 2 times -X2 (Fig. 3)   Fig. 3 . The dynamics of changes of the evaluation criterion of the process of memorizing the third text fragment on the first day of the session of the experiment at the double repetition of reproduction and bringing the quality of their reproduction to the reference level
As the optimization parameter Y, we represent the time that was spent on memorization of the material T to the quality Q predetermined by the evaluation criterion.
The levels of the factors of the experiment are summarized in Table 3 .
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Table 4
The matrix of the levels of significant factors and computation of data for determining the influence coefficients Computations of the coefficients are presented in Table 5 . 12 4,485
It may be special tasks aimed at learning the linguistic structures of a foreign language. With regard to increasing the efficiency of the knowledge base enrichment, the issues of motivation were not a subject of special studies, but were taken into account at the stage of the problem statement to get an adequate response from the respondent processes.
Conclusions
1. The use of the developed criterion allows to evaluate the dynamics of the knowledge base enrichment process due to simultaneous coverage of all the major parameters of the evaluation operation, subject to measurement.
2. The method of the multifactor experimental design provides the possibility to optimize the knowledge base enrichment process, which is particularly important for improving the efficiency of long-term memory processes.
3. Determination of significant factors and identification of the degree of influence on the efficiency of the studied process allows to individually find the optimum in the organization of the experiment and to make general rules for developing an effective expert technology for the identification of the processes of intellectual activity.
4. The research results can be used to create software tools, in particular when creating expert systems to evaluate the efficiency of the processes of intellectual activity.
